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The conference started with the welcoming opening ceremony on 
Monday January 11,2021 followed by key note speeches and 
sessions related to themes of the conference. All sessions were 
followed by question/answer sessions and discussions along with 
a way forward to further research and moving towards peaceful 
societies.  
 
Most of the researches involved multidisciplinary research 
approaches incorporating case studies of institutions, societies or 
nations. Each day of the conference ended with a networking tea 
and a documentary on various themes which led to the 
development of new ideas and practical solutions. The different 
perspectives which inspired me included the thoughts about 
Peace Building in different perspectives which had Implications 
for Peace Research in general and educational aspects in 
particular. I am overwhelmed by the continuous support and swift 
replies to my emails before travelling to Kenya and also during my 
memorable stay there.  
 
My research was related to Peace Education Commission titled 
“Analysis of Curriculum of Teacher Education for Civic, 
Peace and Tolerance Education”. As a teacher educator I am 
working with preparing pre-service teachers in Pakistan. I always 
value the power of teachers in transforming the nations, 
especially those teaching at elementary schools. The research 
was undertaken to know the extent which Civic, Peace and 
Tolerance Education has been addressed in the curriculum of the 
B.Ed. (Honors) Elementary Education programme to develop 
peacebuilding in prospective teachers.  
 
The findings of the study would be a guiding force towards 
inclusion of Civic, Peace and Tolerance Education in 
curriculum and pedagogy of preservice teacher education 
in Pakistan with a focus on peace-making through building 
resilience in future school teachers for them to transmit 
those values in elementary level school children. The 
concept of peace education in pre-service teacher 
education—long term solution and strategies for social 
conflicts prevention and peace building, analytical power, 
positive attitudes, practical skills, awareness about conflicts 
resolution, promoting democratic attitude and Peace 
building in society— are missing in most courses taught in 
pre-service teacher education. Spirit of unity, loyalty to the 
state and national pride, honest & decent behavior, 
participation in public life, compassion and generosity, 
charity and community activities, Civil, political rights and 
freedoms, Norms and values and Controversial political 
problems of civic education, are missing in most courses 

“Thank you very much for the 
wonderful conference. I really 

enjoyed it despite the Covid-19 
limitations”  

 
-Dr. Aleksi Ylönen,  

Department of International 
Relations,  

USIU-Africa 

 
“IPRA 2021 Kenya is flying high ! 

” 
 

-Dr Fouzia Ajmal,  
Department of Education, 

IIU, Pakistan  
 

“My deepest gratitude for the 
opportunity to attend IPRA 2021 

Nairobi Conference. I have  
learnt soo much. Thank you  
very much for the wonderful 

opportunity” 
 

-Dorcas Ondisa, 
Student of Mass 
Communication, 

Technical University of Kenya 
 

‘The future of peace lies not on these 
tools but in the hearts and minds of 
humans. We may add, it lies on the 

fingers that click the mouse’ 
 

-Prof. Miriam Ferrer,  
Department of Political Science, 

University of the Philippines 

IPRA 2021 Nairobi 
Highlights: 

  Fouzia Ajmal, International Islamic University—

Islamabad, Pakistan 

 Debasish Nandy, Kazi Nazrul University, - West 

Bengal, ndia 

 Mokua Ombati, Moi University—Eldoret, Kenya 

 Duncan Omanga, Social Science Research 

Council—New York, USA 

 Wim Laven,  Cuyahoga Community College, USA 

 Sikander Mehdi,  Former Chairperson, Department of 

International Relations, University of Karachi, Pakistan 

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Prof. Miriam Coronel Ferrer, 

University of the Philippines;  United Nations Standby 

Team of Mediators, 2018-2020 ; Former Chair of the 

Government Peace Panel for Talks with the Moro 

Islamic Liberation Front and Chief Signatory to the 2014 

Comprehensive Agreement on the Bangsamoro 

[ Reviewed by IPRA S-G Christine Atieno and Editor, Cris Toffolo ] 

Researching Peace Education: My Journey to the 
28th Biennial IPRA General Conference Nairobi 

 Dr. Fouzia Ajmal 
Assistant Professor 

Department of Education 
International Islamic University 

Islamabad Pakistan  

fouzia.ajmal@iiu.edu.pk 
 

The 28th Biennial IPRA 
General Conference on 
PEACE TECHNOLOGY 
Positioning Fourth Industrial 
Revolution and Emerging 
Technologies in Fostering 
Global Peace was held from 
11th to 15th January 2021 

 
MULTIMEDIA UNIVERSITY OF KENYA 

taught in pre-service teacher 
education. The concept of 
tolerance education, values of 
respect, tolerance and 
understanding, social conflicts 
resolution, control and peace 
building in society, freedom of 
opinion and expression, open 
mindedness for other genders, 
interest to live with other creeds, 
respect for others, all these develop 
the students’ emotional stability. 
However, these concepts lack in 
most pre-service teacher education 
courses. Realizing that the 
curriculum of pre-service teacher 
education requires reforms 
focusing on peacebuilding could be 
the first step towards improvement.  
 
All the participants from across the 
globe, various continents and 
backgrounds, scholars, 
academicians, practitioners and 
peace researchers learned from the 
case studies of developing peace 
especially during covid-19 scenario. 
The conference ended with a 
closing ceremony, practical 
recommendations were presented 
along with take home messages 
from various fields and with the 
hope of meeting again in next IPRA 
activities and conferences. The 
conference ended on January 
15,2021 but the journey continued. 
I along with few participants opted 
for the Safari Tour to Maasai Mara, 

Maasai Village and Lake Naivasha, which helped even more in building inner peace in my 
mind. The exciting flora and fauna, the unique wild life, the vast park and the unending lake, all 
were exceptional. I personally felt overwhelmed after attending the conference and wish all the 
best for the future endeavors towards peacebuilding.  
 
 
 

Welcoming us (through singing) to the Maasai village 
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Christine Atieno, Secretary-General of the International 
Peace Research Association (IPRA). 

Despite stringent travel restrictions imposed by various  
governments internationally to contain the COVID-19 virus,  
personal precautions to be observed, challenges of 
technology, differing time zones across the globe 
compounded the setbacks.  Nonetheless, the conference 
was able to successfully run amidst these challenges.  
 
Recapping the highs, Duncan Omanga from the Social 
Science Research Council, USA, and colleagues in the 
Media, Conflicts and Journalism (MCJ) commission 
discussing the role and responsibility of digital media in 
promoting electoral democracy and human rights, drew 
animated debate from delegates. Happening amidst social 
media shutdown and free speech censorship in Uganda 
ahead of parliamentary and presidential elections, the power 
of social media was noted in providing—especially the 
marginalized—a platform to voice concerns, debate 
alternatives and an avenue for communication and 
mobilization. It was conversely noted that the power of 
social media can be misused by those in power to promote 
sectarian propositions as it happened in the just concluded 
USA elections in which the incumbent, Donald Trump, lost 
but sort to wedging a majorly propagandist campaign on 
social media, alleging fraudulent conduct of the elections. 
The session noted that social media alone can achieve 
limited results in promoting democracy but can and has 
served as a valuable tool in this endeavour. Despite 
limitations and setbacks, social or digital media was, thus, 
noted to have the potential as the hope and future of 
democratic participation in the globe. Though the 
percentage of the population that engages in discussions on 
social media platforms about governance is currently 
minimal, the number has the potential to grow exponentially 
with advances in mobile and internet connectivity and as 
citizens realise the power of harnessing social media as a 
tool to promote good governance and demand 
accountability from their respective governments. Unlike 
mainstream media, with social media, the public have the 
ability to document through texts, photographs and/or videos 
and disseminate information on (mis)governance activities, 
from the mundane to the abusive, without much censure 
and prohibitions from their governments. Therefore, social 
media gives the public access to a crucial mechanism, 
avenue and tool through which they can potentially directly 
engage governance, deliberate, mobilize and enhance 
democracy. It however, faces great hostility from individuals, 
regimes and institutions hostile to its use as emancipatory 
spaces much as it poses a major threat to traditionally 
despotic totalitarian systems. 
 
On the 2nd day of the conference, in the Nonviolence and 
Peace Movement Commission absolutely wonderful 
presentations were made by Lester Kurtz based in South 
Korea giving a wide spectrum on the tragic flaw of Western 
individualism which interlinks militarism, pandemics such as 
the Covid-19, racism,  poverty, and the climate change crisis 
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IPRA2021 NAIROBI CONFERENCE SUCCESSES AMIDST CORONAVIRUS 
IMPEDIMENTS 

Mokua Ombati, 
Anthropology and Human Ecology Department 

Moi University—Eldoret, Kenya   

fouzia.ajmal@iiu.edu.pk 
The 28th biennial general conference of the INTERNATIONAL PEACE RESEARCH 

ASSOCIATION (IPRA) on ‘PEACE TECHNOLOGY: POSITIONING FOURTH INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES IN FOSTERING GLOBAL PEACE’ held in 
Nairobi, Kenya between 11th and 15th January 202, at the Multimedia University kicked off on a high 
note with an address by high ranking officials from the host University, led by the Chief Guest and 
Vice Chancellor Professor Ambassador Festus Kaberia, who inaugurated the occasion together 
with Prof. Paul Mbatia, the Deputy Vice-Chancellor Academic Affairs, Research and Innovation and 
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and which calls for Gandhian non-
violence policy solutions. Aslam 
Khan very sharply analysed on-going 
civil resistance movement and 
farmers protests in India, its pros and 
cons and the probable political 
agendas that instigate these. He very 
categorically pointed out the nexus of 
media, corporations and the 
government in the crisis.  
 
My first presentation discussed how 
Kenyans have innovatively 
appropriated and instrumentalized 
significant cultural symbols to not 
only express discontent but also 
publicise grievances and voice 
concerns of (mis)governance.  With 
perfect illustrations from everyday 
lives in Kenya, the research put into 
perspective these cultural repertoires 
of everyday resistances, the sources 
that drive discontent, and 
contextualised the related meanings 
and implications to Kenyans and the 
Kenyan society as whole. In my 
second research, within the Peace 
and Ecology in the Anthropocene 
Commission (PEA), critical issues of 
climate justice were raised in which 
indigenous pastoral communities 
fashion their livestock economy 
around ‘rational grazing’ which 
entails mobility and migration in 
tandem with changes in climatic 
conditions, so they would be in the 
low lands during wet seasons and 
move to higher grounds in times of 
drought. In due course, they are 
deprived off their ancestral lands, 
which is deemed unoccupied due to 
pastoral mobility and migration 
during prolonged periods of drought.  
Unsustainable land tenure public 
policy pathways of growth-led 
development, rationalised by 
academic theories, in which 
pastoralism is characterised as 
archaic, primitive, unproductive and 
environmentally damaging, have 
been used to marginalise everyday 
livelihoods of pastoral communities 
in Kenya and indeed across Africa 
with particular reference to the 
Maasai of Laikipia plateau. 
 
Where and how do you dispose your 
electronic waste, for example 
damaged, disused and derelict 
fridges, microwaves, iPads, 
computers, cell-phones, computer 
batteries, chargers and others? How 
environmentally safe is your 
disposal? These were viable plenary 
questions raised by Dr Virginia 
Onyara of Multimedia University of 
Kenya. She reminded the conference 
of the health and environmental 
impact of electronic waste pollution 
in Africa, emphasising the fact that 
Africa still lacks the technological 
capacity and policy frameworks to 
guide electronic waste disposal and 
recycling.   
 
The 28th biennial INTERNATIONAL 

PEACE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION (IPRA) General Conference in Nairobi, Kenya may have been 
slowed by the COVID-19 pandemic but it was vibrant, full of excitement, learning, networking and 
fun. Uninvited frequent visits by baboons and monkeys from the adjacent and neighbouring Nairobi 
national wildlife game park, hopping, vaulting and springing the surroundings, the conference centre, 
adjacent buildings and trees added flavour to the learning, fun and enjoyment experience ! 
  
  
 

Pictorial memory of some delegates in-front of the IPRA 2021 flyer 

at the Multimedia University Conference Centre 
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The International Peace Research Association 
or IPRA Conference 2021 was held at 
Multimedia University, Nairobi, Kenya from 11th 
January to 15th January 2021. It was a very 
fruitful conference for a few 
reasons: firstly, despite pandemic COVID-19, 
the organizers took a very bold decision to 
organize such a big global event maintaining 
COVID-19 protocol with frequent 
communication with the participants. The host 
university heartily welcomed the participants 
with good arrangements of foods and 
refreshments. The Honourable Vice-Chancellor 
of Multimedia University of Kenya delivered an 
outstanding Keynote speech and tried to 
address the major challenges before the global 
community in the present global order. In 
significance, IPRA Conference 2021 Nairobi, 
marked my first physical mode of a big trans-
disciplinary academic conference in the ‘new 
normal world order’ which sends a message to 
the global academicians to have a new-start of 
academic events in physical-mode. More so, 
during the conference, the scholars interacted 
with each other for a further endeavor of peace 
research. Personally, it was enriching to 
interact with scholars from across the globe. 
Indeed, it was versatile because of the multi-
dimensional themes of the sessions. Apart from 
physical-mode paper presentations, the parallel 
paper presentations were also successfully 
organized through online mode. Throughout the 
conference, I observed, cross-cultural 
interactions among the scholars in the side-
lines of the conference. Many of them shared 
their personal experiences from respective 
countries regarding the peace-building 
processes. My African colleagues narrated their 
experiences on both democratic and non-
democratic regimes. How the common people 
of some countries have been struggling for 
peace and socio-political stability? After 
delivering each presentation, constructive 
interactions and question-answer sessions 
were seriously held. Through interdisciplinary 
and transdisciplinary outlooks, scholars 
interacted with the paper presenters which 
helped enrich the presentation. It is hoped that 
the well-researched selected papers may 
qualify to be published after undergoing blind 
peer reviews. May I compliment my Mexican 
friend ‘Poncho’ who did an excellent job during 
the conference days by making a documentary 
based on video-interviews of the participants. I 
am personally thankful IPRA Secretary-
General, Christine Atieno for her dedication 
before and during the conference and for 
according the support and successfully 
organizing the event. Group and individual 
photos were taken and the entire program will 
be an asset for IPRA.  In essence, the IPRA 
Conference 2021 brought a good opportunity to 
me and facilitated my connection with global 
scholars of Peace Studies. 
From my observations due to COVID-19, the 
program schedule may have been adjusted 
leading to cultural programs and site visits 
being excluded. It is my hope that at the next 
IPRA Global Conference more cultural events 
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IPRA Conference 2021: A Third Eye Perspective 
Dr. Debasish Nandy 

Department of Political Science 
Kazi Nazrul University—West Bengal, India 
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will be foreseeable because cultural 
presentation often acts as a vaccine against 
violence. 
The world has been going through a very 
challenging phase not only due to COVID-
19, but also for deficiency of democracy, 
military coups, ethnic conflicts, religious 
intolerance, terrorism, and bloody ware-
fares. The West Asian countries have 
witnessed thousands of casualties due to 
internal conflicts, reckless terrorism and 
wars by external powers. Millions of West 
Asian people have been homeless and 
forced to flee to other continents after losing 
all valuables. The South Asian region has 
been experiencing ethnic conflicts and 
terrorism. Due to the policy of exclusion of 
the governments, people of some Afro-
Asian countries have lost their citizenship. 
They are being considered either as second
-class citizens or outsiders. Now, the issue 
of human security has been a pivot in Peace 
Studies. From the third eye perspective, it 
can be vehemently stated that human 
security and societal tolerance are 
immensely required for peace-building. 
Peace cannot only be established in society 
through institutional initiatives, but can be 
ensured through mutual respect and 
tolerance among fellow citizens. 
Nevertheless, democracy is the best form of 
the political system, but falsification of 
democracy and misusing of democracy are 
more dangerous than autocratic regimes. 
The wrong distribution of wealth, uneven 
development, the policy of exclusion, 
ethnoreligious monopoly and corruption are 
collectively responsible for discontent, 
hunger, violence and intolerance within the 
society. Most of the states in the world are 
trying to suppress the actual causes of the 
problems. Enduring solutions are expected 
for global peace but, the basic things are 
being neglected by the stares for narrow 
electoral power politics. The role of the UNO 
and other international and regional 
organizations is still questionable.  
For the greater interests of the people, 
peace is to be installed in all parts of the 
globe. During the conference, Professor 
Mehdi from Karachi University, Pakistan 
discussed the possibility of establishing a 
peace museum. Japan has moved towards 
peace after the horrific experience during 
the Second World War. India and Pakistan 
should think towards perpetual peace which 
can reduce the expenditure of war-heads. 
Some relational complexities, such as North 
Korea-South Korea, Israel-Palestine, India-
Pakistan on Kashmir issue are almost 
irreconcilable. The scholars of Peace 
Studies can think over the alternative paths 
of the establishment of peace. How 
common people can take a vital role in 
peace-building that can be the theme for 
further research. The IPRA platform serves 
as the right place for collectively rethinking 
global peace. I do hope, IPRA will take 
further initiatives for imperial research on 

global peace and strongly suggest that Peace Studies, be popularised by International Peace 
Research Association in the coming days. We, members of IPRA at individual and institutional 
levels can initiate the introduction of Peace studies in our university curriculums.  
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On the first day, Dr. Emilly Comfort Maractho, a senior lecturer and Head of Department for 
Journalism and Media Studies at Uganda Christian University, provided a nearly prophetic insight 
into election and anxieties of the internet, just a day before Uganda went to the polls. In this paper, 
Dr Maractho argued that government response (to the internet) in the 2016 elections had profound 
imprints for the 2021 electoral process. Indeed, the government of Uganda exploited the ongoing 
‘Covid-19’ public health responses to mount an internet blockade, giving credibility to previous 
doubts on the fairness of the election. Afterwards, Dr Duncan Omanga, program officer of Africa 
Peace Network (APN) at the Social Science Research Council (SSRC), provided insights into how 
the last three elections in Kenya have shaped conceptions of digitality, through constructions of a 
techno-utopic state. Using the last 
three major elections in Kenya, he 
examined how politics and digital 
media are dialectically shaped in 
the country. Taking a critical view, 
his paper revealed how digital 
media in Kenya’s post 1990s 
liberalized political culture furnished 
innovation, experimentation, digital 
humanitarianism, and more 
crucially how Kenya became a 
laboratory for disinformation and 
electoral interference abroad.  
 
Abdulhakim Nsobya, a doctoral 
student at the University of Cape 
Town, looked at how Ugandan 
Facebook users in demonstrated 
contestation on the question of 
voting among Salafi-Muslim 
community, taking a deep dive into 
the relationship between democracy 
and Islamic law (sharia) among 
Salafis there. The paper explored the use of social media by contending Salafi groups in Uganda 
and their responses to the question of voting.   
 
On the second day of the commission, Dr Bernadine Jones of  University of Stirling presented a 
paper titled The “lack of listening” during South African election news coverage: ramifications for 
peace and democracy”. The paper revealed the problematic news framing and media organization 
in South Africa where news is mostly presented with pundits, prophets, and proclaimers, making it 
increasingly unlikely for audiences to independently assess the political landscape themselves, 
thus destabilizing participatory democracy. Dr Admire Mare, a journalism professor based in 
Namibia later on presented a paper titled “Digital Media, Elections and Manipulative Participation: 
Case study of Zimbabwe”. The scholar shed light on the various ways through which digital tools 
are weaponized and appropriated to produce and distribute misogynist discourses, disinformation 
and misinformation, which further polarizes and mobilizes highly ethnicised, patriarchal and toxic 
politics in Zimbabwe.  Dr Arsene Brice Bado, presenting on Ivory Coast’s Social media discourse, 
delivered a paper discussing “Social Media and Dangerous Speech in Political Discourse in Côte 
d’Ivoire”, where he explained the dynamics of dangerous speech in political discourse on social 
media in Côte d’Ivoire whilst exploring the conditions under which counter-speech through social 
media might be considered. Later that day, Dr John Githigaro, Kenyan scholar based at St Paul’s 
University, presented a paper on the controversial topic of elections observer missions. The paper 
titled “Assessing the ‘Credibility’ of the Kenya’s 2017 General Elections. A reading of select 
International Observers Missions ‘Digital Reports’ examined the EU observers’ mission and the 
US based Carter Center election mission reports on Kenya’s annulled 2017, probing how observer 
reports situated the ‘credibility’ of the August 2017 electoral outcome in Kenya.  
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Insights of the Journalism and Media 
Commission, January 11

th
-15

th
 (Nairobi) 

 
Dr. Duncan Omanga 

Social Science Research Council 
New York, USA 

 
The Journalism and media commission at the recently 
concluded IPRA conference in Nairobi featured 
interesting papers on journalism, digitality and 
democracy. Many of the papers focused on the Global 
South, with insights into Uganda, Kenya, Zimbabwe, 
Ethiopia and the Ivory Coast.  The papers covered the 
whole gamut of digitality in the continent-ranging from 

shutdowns and internet policing, legal frameworks on cyberspace, decolonization and digitality, 
elections and trust, and the abiding discussion on disinformation and online hate speech.  

 
MULTIMEDIA UNIVERSITY OF KENYA 

Presenting his paper on Ethiopia’s digital media space on the third day, Prof Asnake Kefale’s 
paper titled “Digital Media, Political reforms, Elections and Peace” interrogated the political 
changes within the former ruling party, the Ethiopian Peoples’ Revolutionary Democratic Front 
(EPRDF) since April 2018. Asnake observed that the 2015 protests that helped to bring the 
reforms were resilient and more organized in comparison to earlier protest movements partly 
because of the extensive use of the digital media. The digital (social) media not only helped to link 
diaspora-based opposition leaders (activists) and the youth protesters but also created a platform 
for collective action. As the commission sessions concluded, the focus shifted to Kenya, where Dr 
Jacinta Maweu from University of Nairobi examined how social media platforms (Twitter, 
Facebook and WhatsApp) were used by citizens and politicians to spread disinformation and 
political propaganda during the 2017 general elections. Similarly, Job Allan Wefwafwa’s paper  
discussing “Technology, Public Confidence, Electoral Fraud: The Case of Kenya’s 2017 
Presidential Elections” explored how technology in Kenya’s elections are used to instill public 
confidence rather than curb electoral fraudulence.  
 
In conclusion, the papers presented in the media and journalism commission reveal that the 
digital space is not just a new space with new social realities, but an extension of the old realities 
that have dominated discussions of peace and security in the continent for ages.  
 
 
 
 

Top L to R: Dr Duncan Omanga, Prof. Rune Ottosen, Dr. Emilly Maractho, Dr 

Senthan Selvarajah 
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abundant source for conversations, but the global pandemic not only 
changed all of our discussions but how we had them. A year ago when I 
started collecting data I had no imagination that January 2021 would be 
presented with spiking covid cases and threats of new strains. The duality—I 
was in person for the conference and meanwhile all of my teaching is 
asynchronous—was not lost on me. 
  
 

I wished I could rewrite and 
collect more data for my 
presentation to the Peace 
Education Commission. There 
was so much more I was 
discovering about the role of 
equity in education during the 
pandemic. The other 
presenters in Peace 
Education all presented 
necessary analysis for the 
ranges of challenges being 

encountered in teaching peace.  
 
In a conversation with Fouzia Ajmal, I recognized a common challenge: 
training people with best practices do not guarantee the use of best practices. 
Her data was as convincing for my experiences in the United States as it was 
for her context in Pakistan and I was simultaneously guilty and defensive to 
satisficing in my own classrooms during the pandemic. It was nice to 
commune with colleagues and lament the honest limitations and struggles to 
our work (both individually and collectively) since we have last had the 
chance to meet.  
  
Over tea break, I had the chance to talk with other friends from Africa about 
the apparent coup d'état staged by Donald Trump. We half joked that the 
U.S. could learn something about the peaceful transition of power by 
watching Uganda’s election. We revisited themes of political violence, and 
someone suggested the broken glass could be left as a reminder. We talked 
about scars and memory and one of the best reasons to remember the 
broken glass is that it reminds us of the reasons we are committed to peace. 
  
Roy Tamashiro redoubled my awareness of the transformative potential of 
the pilgrimage. I think my favorite conversations at IPRA 2021 Nairobi were 
about our callings. Not just the work that we do but what brings us together. I 
truly appreciated everyone who joined across the many time zones. Despite  
adversity, I will openly wonder if we have not proven that we can and should 
make better use of technology in maintaining our connections? Two years 
always feels too long. 
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Discovering the Role of Equity in Education during the pandemic 

 Dr. Wim Laven  
fouzia.ajmal@iiu.edu.pk 

 

In the wake of the January 6
th 

attacks, I made my way to the IPRA 
28th biennial conference in Nairobi 
on January 8

th
. In total it took about 

33 hours before I was checked in. It 
was dramatic to transition from near 
total isolation to being present at an 
International Conference. “Peace 
Technology” was not the theme I 
wanted, but it was the topic we 
needed—the conference was as 
much in-person as online—the 
intersection of theory and praxis. 
  
I felt like I needed to be in Nairobi. The last two years were indeed an 
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The IPRA 2021 Nairobi conference was finally realized as had been planned 

and attracted a number of scholars from outside Kenya. However, the hustle 

and bustle, the 

festive look, the 

presentations of 

peace scholars 

on the podiums 

and the lively 

question-answer 

sessions, the 

movement of 

scholars from 

one conference 

room to another, the opportunity of socialization, networking, and active plus 

hectic intellectual discourses were missing. Also missing were scores of 

leading IPRA members and many former and current office bearers, though a 

number of them presented  papers online.  

  

For the first time, technology had almost completely taken over an IPRA 

General Conference. As my laptop had broken down on the first day of the 

conference, and I used the laptop of the conference hosts from time to time, I 

missed many online presentations. It provided me ample time to watch the 

proceedings in the conference hall and rooms. It seemed to me as if the 

presenters of the papers and those asking questions were not on the stage: 

only the  laptops were there. Worse still, the concern of everybody seemed to 

be as to how would the laptop, the ‘new god’, behave and not the freely 

floating  ideas. While all the delegates physically present in the conference 

were serious listeners, the joy and excitement of learning something new was 

rarely reflected or expressed.  
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Reminiscence of A Peace Conference In Nairobi  

 
Prof. Sikander Mehdi 

Former Chairperson, Department of International Relations 
University of Karachi, Pakistan  

 

When I received invitation for the conference in Nairobi, I was delighted. I had 

missed a few IPRA conferences in the past, and did not want to miss it this 

time. However, I was worried that my family might resist. They did not, 

because they were aware of my longstanding romance with IPRA and 

APPRA. As such, I was denied the opportunity to use an argument I had 

crafted for them:  ‘ Covid-19 is like love and it will happen anywhere if it has to 

happen’. Anyway, fortune was clearly smiling. It smiled again at Karachi 

International Airport, when the Qatar Airways crew told me that I was being 

transferred free to the Business class, because I was a university professor. 

However, the Qatar Airways corrected itself during my return journey from 

Nairobi to Karachi: my privilege of economy class was restored. 
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It is painful, because a number of 

presentations were really very 

good. For instance, the online 

presentations by Olga Vorkunova 

on ‘Toward  a Culture of 

Peacebuilding and Complex 

Identity in the Post-Covid World’ 

and Linda Groff’s, ‘Reframing 

Reality for the Coronavirus Age: 

Implications for Peace Studies, 

Future Studies, and Almost All 

Areas of Our Outer and Inner 

Lives’ were brilliant.  

 

In short, IPRA 2021 Nairobi conference 

was a dream which came true, but on 

occasions it was also nightmarish. 

Having said this, I must add that 

IPRA’s current Secretary Generals 

Matt Meyer and Christine Atieno, 

Conveners of different IPRA 

Commissions, Council members and 

members of the Conference Organizing 

Committee should be congratulated for 

making the conference happen during 

these coronavirus times.  
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As we know, the global crisis caused by COVID-19 has had the 
tremendous impact of shifting a voluminous amount of human 
transactions via the use of ICT. This was the case for commerce, 
education, and governance. This has been the case in the field of 
mediation and peacebuilding.  

Lockdowns made travel difficult. Political processes were 
suspended for a time. And when revived, most could only be 
done through online means. Efforts to convene were affected by 
the incidence of transmission of the viral disease. For example, 
the drafting of the new constitution for Syria in assemblies held in 
Geneva was marred by cases of infection.   This is a UN-
facilitated process being undertaken by a constituent assembly, 
of which 1/3 was appointed by the regime, another 1/3 by the 
conglomeration of mostly exiled Syrian opposition, and another 
1/3 selected by the UN.   

For most, meetings had to be conducted online using newly 
developed or enhanced apps like Zoom, Webex and Microsoft 
Teams. This has allowed for several peace talks to move forward 
– in Yemen, Afghanistan, to name a few.  

Long before the pandemic, many online consultations and 
webinars have actually already  allowed people to come together 
and discuss pressing issues and map out plans of action. A good 
example is what is known as the Donbass Dialogue, a virtual 
platform organized in 2015 by three displaced persons who have 
relocated to eastern Ukraine.  

The constitution-drafting process in Fiji in 2012 was also 
enhanced by the use of digital tools by women who actively 
participated in the process. The women contributed almost one-
third of recommendations submitted to the constitution- drafting 
body.  

Similarly negotiators in Colombia set up a website where citizens 
can submit their concerns and suggestions. 500 proposals 
relating to land reform were immediately received; and many 
more relating to victim reparation and transitional justice – a big 
component in the Colombian peace agreement. 

The African Union-led facilitation team for the process in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo set up in 2016 a WhatsApp group 
and Twitter account where communiques, pictures, schedules 
and other reports and documents were released, since it could 
not accredit all the journalists and civil society groups who 
wanted access to the talks.  

Undertaking a deep dive into a conflict and analyzing its 
dynamics have been aided by the wealth of information sources 
online such as academic journals, news reports and analysis, 
geographic information systems, and other big data in very 
usable graphic formats.  

Online surveys and assessing exchanges in social media give 
negotiators and mediators insights on the conflicting  narratives 
and a good sense of the public discourse on the issues. On this 
basis, mediators and negotiators can more smarty design their 
communication strategy, address the misinformation, and tailor fit 
their peace messages. They can get input that will inform the 
solutions being drawn out in the negotiating room.  

Through ICT, young people ages 15-24 years who make up 
about 70% of the world’s internet users have found a voice. This 
augurs well for the global track of enhancing young people’s 
active participation in the field of peace and security. 

But technology has limitations and cannot be the panacea for the 
world’s problems. Technology is part of the solution but it is also 
part of the problem. 

Consider: information technology has been the main conduit for 
the rise of self-radicalized cells engaged in violent extremism of 
all hues.  Do-it-yourself weapons of violence are easily 
accessible on the net. Trading of illegal goods are rampant in the 
air space, despite reinforced cybercrime measures including 
dedicated cybercrime police infrastructures and laws. Fake news 
are passed on easily a million fold.     
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Sexism and sexual harassment proliferate online. As a 
female government negotiator who was highly visible in the 
public sphere during the peace talks with the Moro Islamic 
Liberation Front in the Philippines, I was subjected to 
virulent attacks on interactive news sites and social media 
from people who were biased against the talks, the 
Muslims, the President whom I served, as well as on my 
gender and my capacity to lead the talks.  

Consider also how technology opens up a process for 
inclusion, but can also shut it down for others. Women and 
civil society groups who once were able to be outside the 
room where talks are being held are now unable to make 
their presence felt without the password. Passwords, as we 
know, provide security features that support the process. 
Trust and privacy issues, hacking and surveillance, data 
breaches – these can easily derail a mediation process.  
But on the other side of the coin, passwords also lock out 
other stakeholders. 

Inequitable access to ICT has widened the gap between 
those who can afford and those who are wanting. Those in 
remote conflict areas have much poorer access. They might 
not even have electricity. Or there could be the language 
barrier. Moreover, they face serious threat to their physical 
security from the contending armed groups. They can easily 
be “punished” for standing up and using social media to 
ventilate their demands to stop the violence,  exact 
accountability from perpetuators, and seek justice to the 
victims of violence.  

Finally, state surveillance and  control of access to internet 
sites can unduly exacerbate the balance in the state’s favor 
in asymmetric conflicts. 

Mediators and negotiators, peace builders, governments and 
the international communities, as well as peace researchers 
and practitioners gathered here today, would do well to 
ensure the  following: 
 
1. Provide stop gap measures in inequitable access 

through ICT resources and training provided to dis-
advantaged stakeholders. A good example is how UN 
Women in one country prepared women for a dia-
logue with mediators by providing them training on the 
use of the app and budget for internet access, on top 
of helping them consolidate their key messages and 
providing translation support. 

2. For the long-term, ICT infrastructure development 
must be prioritized. 

3. Organizations and mediators need to invest in the use 
of ICT for communication strategies related to peace-
building and mediation in order to counteract the 
violent messages on the net. They need as well to 
ensure privacy and security to be able to protect the 
trust of participants and users.  

4. Prudence in using social media is a must:  a 150-word 
tweet can easily unleash unwanted political backlash. 
Risk management in the use of digital technology 
should be part of good planning. 

5. Make good use of information sources: the best 
interventions are under laid by good, gender-sensitive 
conflict analysis and having a deep sense and sus-
tained monitoring of prevailing and evolving narratives 
and discourses. 

6. Counterterrorism measures have unduly impinged on 
the right to privacy  and freedom of expression. These 
measures have strengthened the hand of the state in 
accessing and surveilling online exchanges. Still there 
must be a limit on what the state can or cannot do in 
protecting the rights of its citizens. 
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Beyond the technology, the core issues remain the same. We 
see armed actors who are immune to the suffering they inflict on 
the populace. Short term political interests of elites and counter-
elites prevail over the common good.   

Shortly after the global pandemic set in early 2020, UNSG 
Antonio Gutierrez called for a global ceasefire among warring 
parties in the interest of public health and safety and the 
tremendous requirements of such. Various world leaders, 
regional organizations like the AU and EU and several armed 
opposition groups – in Sudan, Cameroon,  the Philippines, 
Colombia, responded positively. Fifty-four member-states 
endorsed the appeal.  

However, fighting resumed in many of these places shortly after.  

Unfortunately, the prolonged pandemic has not caused a 
substantive reexamination of  the handy use of political violence 
by both state and non-state and pseud-state actors. The public 
health has not sufficiently strengthened the recourse to 
democratic means in order to settle conflicts.  The old ways of 
doing and thinking have not been transformed. Among those in 
power, there is depravity in political will to effect real changes.  

Just consider, 20 years after passing UN Security Resolution 
1325 on Women, Peace and Security, and several supporting 
resolutions after, only 86 UN Member states or a mere 45% have 
NAP (National Action Plans ) on 1325..  

Of those who have NAPS, only one-third have an allocated 
budget for implementation. Only 26 NAPs (or 31%) mention 
disarmament and provide specific actions to disarm society.  

While 75 give specified implementation roles to civil society, the 
cited role is often limited to an “advisory” position.  

What does this tell us about commitments not being matched by 
deeds? 

Indeed, ICT can support peace processes and peacebuilding but 
it is not a panacea. It can facilitate, but its purpose is determined 
by its wielder. 

The future of peace lies not on these tools but in the hearts and 
minds of humans. We may add, it lies on the fingers that click the 
mouse. 

************************THANK YOU*********************************** 
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